The objective of the current study was to determine whether the reliance on visual feedback that develops with practice is to due utilizing vision to adjust trajectories during movement execution (i.e., online) and/or to enhance the programming of subsequent trials (i.e., offline). Participants performed a directional aiming task with either vision during the movement, dynamic feedback of the trajectory of the movement or the movement endpoint. The full vision condition was more accurate during practice than the other feedback conditions but suffered a greater decrement in performance when feedback was removed. In addition, the reliance on trajectory feedback was greater compared with the endpoint feedback. It appears that the reliance on visual feedback that develops with practice was due to both online and offline processing.
An issue that has been debated within the field of motor control is the question of how the reliance on visual feedback changes with practice. On one hand, studies have revealed that withdrawing visual feedback from novices had a more detrimental effect on performance compared with experts (Bennett & Davids, 1995; Robertson, Collins, Elliott, & Starkes, 1994) . Hence, it appeared that the higher practice levels associated with experts resulted in a decreasing reliance on visual feedback. On the other hand, research has shown that when participants practiced with visual feedback during movement execution, the removal of this information caused a significant decrement in performance both early and late in practice (Proteau & Cournoyer, 1990; Proteau & Marteniuk, 1993; Proteau, Marteniuk, Girouard, & Dugas, 1987) . Similarly, others have shown that performance is improved when concurrent visual feedback is available during practice but that removal of this information in retention tests leads to significant decrements in performance (Schmidt & Wulf, 1997 ; Park, Shea & Wright, 2000) .
Researchers have shown that visual feedback is used to correct errors during movement execution (i.e., online) and to improve the programming of subsequent movements (i.e., offline; Khan & Franks, 2003; Khan, Lawrence, Franks, & Elliott, 2003; Khan, Lawrence, Fourkas, Franks, Elliott & Pembroke, 2003) . However, it is not clear whether online and/or offline processes lead to the reliance on visual feedback that develops with practice. While the specificity of practice hypothesis (see Mackrous & Proteau, 2007) offers the most comprehensive account of how participants rely on visual feedback to correct errors during movement execution, participants may also be using visual feedback from a completed trial as a source of knowledge of results (KR) to improve the programming of subsequent trials (i.e., offline). In the full vision condition of previous manual aiming studies (e.g., Proteau & Cournoyer, 1990 ; Proteau et al., 1987; Khan & Franks, 2000; Khan, Franks & Goodman, 1998) , visual feedback provided detailed information about the limb trajectory and was available on each trial (i.e., 100% frequency). Since visual feedback was available concurrent with the movement, there was essentially a no delay KR interval. Hence, the availability of visual feedback may have guidance like properties thereby diminishing processing of other sources of feedback needed to develop intrinsic error detection and correction mechanisms (Bjork, 1988; Salmoni et al., 1984; Schmidt, 1991) . As a result, performers may become increasingly dependent on visual feedback as a form of KR to correct the programming of movements as a function of practice.
One study that did address this issue was that of . In their study, performance was compared between a full vision condition and three no vision conditions which differed in the knowledge of results given after movement execution. In one no vision condition, participants were shown a trace of the cursor trajectory from the start to end of the movement. Hence, participants received information about the trajectory similar to that in the full vision condition but this information was available after movement execution instead of concurrent with the movement. In a second no vision condition, the position of the cursor only at the end of the movement was displayed. In the third no vision condition, participants were given their error in numeric form. Endpoint accuracy was highest when participants received visual feedback during movement execution compared with the three no vision conditions. Based on the fast movement times that were employed (200-250 ms) and the lack of kinematic evidence for online control, the higher accuracy in the full vision condition was attributed to the utilization of visual feedback for offline control. Accordingly, it was expected that if participants were using feedback from the limb trajectory to improve programming on subsequent trials, the trajectory feedback condition would be more accurate than the other two no vision conditions. However, there was actually a tendency for the endpoint feedback condition to be more accurate than the trajectory and numeric feedback conditions. Hence, it appeared that the most important information for offline control was the position of the limb at the end of the movement.
In the current study, we continued to address the question of why practice with visual feedback leads to a reliance on this information. Our investigation follows from that of Bernier et al. (2006) but involves several notable changes. First, participants practiced a directional video aiming task in which movement times were long enough for both online and offline control (i.e., 450 msec) (Khan et al., 2003a) . Second, in the trajectory feedback condition of the current study, participants saw a dynamic replay of the cursor trajectory exactly as it would have appeared in the full vision condition except that it was presented after the movement. Similar to Schmidt & Wulf (1997) and Park et al. (2000) , the trajectory feedback in the study of Bernier et al. (2006) was a static display of the limb trajectory. The dynamic feedback provided in the current study is more similar to the feedback in the full vision condition in that temporal information of the limb movement is available. This condition makes for an interesting comparison with the full vision condition in that participants receive the same visual feedback. However, while this information can be used to modulate the limb during movement in the full vision condition it can only be used to enhance the programming of subsequent movements in the trajectory feedback condition since it is provided after the completion of the movement. Third, it has been shown than the reliance on KR increases as the KR delay interval decreases (Swinnen, Nicholson, Schmidt, & Shapiro, 1990) . Therefore, if the availability of visual feedback has guidance-like qualities, the time at which visual feedback is available should influence whether participants become reliant on this information. To test this hypothesis, we included two trajectory feedback conditions; a delayed condition whereby the dynamic replay of the trajectory was presented after a delay of 4 s and an immediate condition in which the detailed information about the movement trajectory was presented immediately after the participants completed the response. A delay of 4 s is consistent with other studies designed to investigate performance under different KR delay intervals (Schmidt & Wulf, 1997 ; Swinnen et al., 1990) . Similar to Bernier et al., an endpoint feedback condition was also included in which the cursor position at the target was shown.
Since we were interested in examining the reliance on visual feedback, all participants were transferred to a no vision condition without KR following acquisition (Proteau et al., 1987) . Reliance on visual feedback during movement execution would be demonstrated if the full vision condition was more accurate than the no vision conditions during acquisition but showed the greatest decrement in performance in the transfer test. If participants were relying on detailed information from the movement trajectory for offline processing, we expected the trajectory feedback conditions to be more accurate than that of an endpoint condition during practice but show a greater decrement in performance during transfer. Lastly, in line with the guidance hypothesis, it was expected that the removal of immediate trajectory feedback would cause a greater decrement in performance than the withdrawal of delayed trajectory information.
Method
Participants 56 right hand dominant male university students served as participants in this experiment (ages 18-35 yrs). All participants were naive to the hypothesis being tested and gave their informed consent before taking part in the study. The experiments were carried out according to the ethical guidelines laid down by the Ethics Committee of the School of Sport, Health and Exercise Sciences, Bangor University for research involving human participants.
Apparatus
The aiming movements were performed with a pen on a Calcomp III digitising tablet (size =122 × 91.5 cm, sample rate = 200 Hz) positioned horizontally in front of the participants. The tablet was interfaced with the host PC via a serial link. The position of the pen was illustrated by a round cursor 1 cm in diameter on a 37 inch Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitor (refresh rate = 85 Hz) located 33 cm in front of the participants and 20 cm above the tablet. There was a one to one mapping between the movement of the pen and the movement of the cursor. Movements of the pen away from the body on the tablet corresponded to vertical movements of the cursor on the monitor. The home position consisted of a round dot (1 cm in diameter) and was located at the bottom of the monitor. Three circular targets (1 cm in diameter) were located above the home position along an invisible arc of radius 24 cm. The center target was located directly above the home position while the other two targets were located 10 degrees to either side of the center target (i.e., angle subtended from the home position). The distance of 24 cm between the home and each target marker yielded a visual angle of 40 degrees. All visual stimuli were generated through the use of Visual Basic and Direct X software. The participants chair and chin rest were adjustable in height so that the participants eyes were at a level midway between the home and target markers. The arm and hand were hidden from the participants view by an opaque shield thus preventing vision of the arm at all times.
Procedure
At the beginning of each trial, the home and target positions and the cursor representing the position of the pen appeared on the monitor. Participants were required to place the cursor on the home position. Once the cursor was steadily aligned, one of the targets changed color from red to green informing the participants which target to aim for. After a 1500 msec interval a tone was presented. Participants were required to make a sweeping movement from the starting position toward and past the target and remain at their terminus until it was time to get ready for the next trial 1 . Since they were not required to stop on the target, the task had a direction but no amplitude requirement. A sweeping movement was employed because the analysis of limb trajectory variability (see below) is more sensitive for these movements than conventional aiming since it does not involve extensive data reduction procedures that are required when locating variables such as peak acceleration and peak velocity (see Khan et al., 2006) . Participants were told to make their movements as smooth as possible and to pass the target in a movement time of 450 msec (± 10%). This movement time has been shown to be sufficiently long for online corrections to occur in this type of video aiming task (Khan et al., 2003a) . It was explained to participants that reaction time was not important.
Participants were randomly assigned to four equal groups. Each group then performed the task under a separate feedback condition. In the full vision (FV) condition, the cursor was visible throughout the movement. In the other three conditions, the cursor disappeared as soon as it left the home position and did not reappear until it was time to get ready for the next trial. In the immediate trajectory feedback (ITF) condition, participants were shown the movement of the cursor immediately after the pen passed the arc subtended by the three targets. The trajectory of the cursor represented the exact spatio-temporal characteristics of the limb movement. In the delayed trajectory feedback (DTF) condition, participants were shown the movement of the cursor 4 s after the pen passed the arc subtended by the three targets. Finally, in the immediate endpoint feedback (EF) condition, the position of the cursor as it passed the arc subtended by the three targets was shown to participants immediately after the pen had crossed that arc. The home and target markers were visible throughout the trial in all conditions. All participants were given movement time feedback after each trial.
To familiarize participants with the apparatus, experimental task and the criterion movement time, the experimenter demonstrated 2-3 trials in the respective feedback conditions with the appropriate movement time. Participants then performed an acquisition phase consisting of 3 blocks of 30 trials (i.e., 10 to each target) under their respective feedback condition. This was followed by a transfer phase of 30 trials under a no vision condition and without any feedback at the end of the movement. During both acquisition and transfer phases, target presentation was randomized both within each block, such that no target was repeated before each target had been presented, and between participants.
Data Reduction, Dependent Measures and Analyses
The initiation of movement was defined as the point in time that the cursor moved 2 mm from the home position. The end of the movement was taken as the point at which the trajectory crossed the arc subtended by the three targets.
The primary dependent measures were movement time and root mean square error at the end of the movement. Movement time (msec) was defined as the interval from the start of the movement to when the pen crossed the arc subtended by the three targets. Error at the arc subtended by the targets was calculated from the center of the cursor representing limb movement to the center of the required target on that given trial. Root mean square error was defined as the root variance in the directional error about the target and represents the best overall measure of movement accuracy (Henry, 1975) . On each trial, the directional error as defined as the deviation from the longitudinal axis at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the distance from the home position to the target was recorded (Khan et al., 2003a) . Both CE (mm) (i.e., within-participant mean of directional error) and directional variability (mm) (i.e., within-participant standard deviation of directional error) were calculated at each longitudinal distance. The calculation of CE at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the longitudinal distance to the target allowed us to examine how biases unfolded as the movement progressed. Analyzing the variability of limb trajectories at these percentiles allowed us to determine whether movements were adjusted during movement execution. If trajectories are not being modified online, variability in directional error should increase throughout the movement. The presence of online corrections would be revealed if directional variability is lower at the later stages of movement.
Movement time and RMSE during the acquisition phase were analyzed using separate 4 feedback condition (FV, ITF, DTF, EF) × 3 target (left, middle, right) × 3 blocks of practice (block 1 = trials 1-30, block 2 = trials 31-60, block 3 = trials 61-90) ANOVAs with repeated measures on the last 2 factors. To assess the effect of removing feedback in the transfer tests, RMSE error was submitted to a 4 feedback condition (FV, ITF, DTF, EF) × 3 target (left, middle, right) × 2 experimental phase (acquisition, transfer) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last 2 factors. The last block of 30 trials in the acquisition phase was used in this analysis (see Proteau et al., 1987; Khan et al., 1998) . Both CE and directional variability throughout the movement were analyzed separately using 4 feedback condition (FV, ITF, DTF, EF) × 3 target (left, middle, right) × 4 longitudinal distance (25, 50, 75, 100%) ANOVAs with repeated measures on the last two factors. Separate analyses were performed on the last block of acquisition (trials 61-90) and the transfer phase. Significant effects were broken down using Tukey HSD post hoc tests (p < .05).
Results

Acquisition
MT and RMSE:
The analysis of movement time revealed only a significant main effect of practice, F (2, 104) = 3.8, p < .05, eta 2 = .068 (mean = 455ms, 453ms and 449ms for block 1, block 2 and block 3, respectively). Since there were no movement time differences between feedback conditions, any differences in accuracy cannot be attributed to a speed-accuracy tradeoff.
The analysis of RMSE revealed significant main effects for feedback condition, F (3, 52) = 22.42, p < .001, eta 2 = .55, target, F (2, 104) = 45.50, p < .001, eta 2 = .47, and practice, F (2, 104) = 37.22, p < .001, eta 2 = .42. Overall, spatial error decreased as a function of practice with the FV condition being the most accurate while the ITF condition was more accurate than both the DTF and EF conditions. In addition, there were significant feedback condition x block, F (6, 104) = 3.52, p < .05, eta 2 = .17, feedback condition x target, F (6, 104) = 6.01, p < .001, eta 2 = .32, target x practice, F (4, 208) = 10.94, p < .001, eta 2 = .32, as well as feedback condition x practice x target interactions, F (12, 208) = 10.91, p < .00, eta 2 = .09. As shown in Figure 1 , there were larger reductions in RMSE for the DTF and EF conditions compared with the FV and IT conditions. Furthermore, while RMSE was greater for the left and right compared with the middle target, this difference was less in the full vision compared with the other three no vision feedback conditions. Finally, there were larger reductions in RMSE as a function of practice for the left and right targets compared with the middle target.
Acquisition Versus Transfer
MT and RMSE: There were no significant effects on movement time (p > .05). The analysis of RMSE revealed main effects for feedback condition, F (3, 52) = 3.74, p < .05, eta 2 = .18, experimental phase, F (1, 52) = 7.63, p < .05, eta 2 = .13, and target, F (2, 104) = 23.1, p < .001, eta 2 = .3. There were also significant feedback condition x experiment phase, F (3, 52) = 19.91, p < .001, eta 2 = .54, and experimental phase x target, F (2, 52) = 15.30, p < .001, eta 2 = .23, interactions. As shown in Figure 2 , there were significant increases in error from acquisition to transfer in the FV and ITF conditions but not the DTF and EF conditions. In addition, there were greater increases in RMSE from acquisition to transfer for the left and right targets compared with the middle target. 
Constant Error:
The analysis of CE on the final block of acquisition revealed significant main effects for target, F (2, 104) = 32.05, p < .001, eta 2 = .38, and longitudinal distance, F (3, 156) = 7.59, p < .001, eta 2 = .12. There were also significant target x feedback condition, F (6, 104) = 3.59, p < .05, eta 2 = .17, and target x longitudinal distance, F (6, 312) = 43.38, p < .001, eta 2 = .45 interactions, together with a target x longitudinal distance x feedback condition interaction, F (18, 312) = 5.75, p < .001, eta 2 = .25. As shown in Figure 3 , movements performed under the DTF and EF conditions were biased to the left of the left target and to the right of the right target. No such biases existed for the middle target (see Bédard & Proteau, 2004) . For the analysis of CE in the transfer tests, there was a significant main effect for target, F (2, 104) = 46.81, p < .001, eta 2 = .47, together with significant target x longitudinal distance, F (6, 312) = 59.30, p < .001, eta 2 = .53, and target x feedback condition, F (6, 104) = 2.72, p < .05, eta 2 = .14, interactions. Similar to the acquisition phase, movements were biased to the left of the left target and to the right of the right target. However, these biases were now greatest in the FV condition compared with the other three conditions (see Figure 4) . Directional Variability: The analysis of directional variability on the last 30 trials of acquisition revealed a main effect of target, F (2, 104) = 27.49, p < .001, eta 2 = .35, position, F (3, 156) = 444.27, p < .001, eta 2 = .90, and feedback condition, F (3, 52) = 11.42, p < .001, eta 2 = .40. There were also significant interactions between target and longitudinal distance, F (6, 312) = 15.29, p < .001, eta 2 = .23, and between feedback condition and longitudinal distance, F (9, 156) = 20.50, p < .001, eta 2 = .54. As shown in Figure 5 , variability increased to a greater extent for movements to the left and right targets compared with the middle target. Separate one way ANOVAs revealed a significant linear trend component for all conditions (FV: F (1, 13) = 37.06, p < .001, eta 2 = .74; ITF: F (1, 13) = 112.28, p < .001, eta 2 = .90; DTF: F (1, 13) = 44.95, p < .001, eta 2 = .78; EF: F (1, 13) = 42.98, p < .001, eta 2 = .77) while there was also a significant quadratic component for the FV condition (F (1, 13) = 6.71, p < .05, eta 2 = .34). The quadratic component for the FV condition reflects a significant increase in variability from 25% to 50% of the longitudinal distance whereas there were no significant increases from 50% to 75% or 75-100%. For all other conditions, there were significant increases in variability throughout the movement. In the transfer phase, there were significant main effects of target, F (2, 104) = 26.25, p < .001, eta 2 = .34, and longitudinal distance, F (3, 156) = 518.64, p < .001, eta 2 = .91, together with a target x longitudinal distance interaction, F (6, 312) = 15.70, p < .001, eta 2 = .23. Similar to the acquisition phase, directional variability increased at a greater rate for movements to the left and right targets compared with movements toward the middle target (see Figure 6 ). Separate one way ANOVAs revealed significant linear (FV: F (1, 13) = 30.28, p < .001, eta 2 = .72; ITF: F (1, 13) = 115.82, p < .001, eta 2 = .90; DTF: F (1, 13) = 30.82, p < .001, eta 2 = .70, EF: F (1, 13) = 53.47, p < .001, eta 2 = .80) but no quadratic components for all four conditions (p > .05). 
Discussion
Previous research has shown that both online and offline processes contribute to the control of target directed aiming movements (Khan et al., 2003a (Khan et al., , 2003b . The purpose of the present experiment was to investigate the extent to which the reliance on vision that develops with practice was due to either of these processes. The key comparison was between the full vision and trajectory feedback conditions. The rationale here was that the information provided in the trajectory feedback condition was similar to the full vision condition in that spatiotemporal information of the limb movement was available. However, while this information could be used both online and offline in the full vision condition it could only be used offline in the trajectory feedback condition since it was provided after the completion of the movement.
The full vision condition was more accurate during acquisition but suffered a larger decrement in accuracy during transfer compared with both the immediate and delayed trajectory feedback conditions. Since the visual information in the full vision condition could potentially be used online and offline but the same information could only be used offline in the trajectory feedback conditions, it appears that the higher accuracy levels during acquisition and subsequent reliance on visual feedback during transfer for the full vision condition was due to participants utilizing visual feedback to correct errors during movement execution.
The analysis of directional variability provides further evidence that the accuracy benefits associated with the availability of vision were a result of the utilization of visual feedback during movement execution. Variability increased linearly throughout the movement for the trajectory feedback conditions (immediate and delayed) whereas variability increased at a lower rate after 50% of the movement in the full vision condition. Hence, the form of the variability profile differed between these conditions (see Khan et al., 2006) . Furthermore, the removal of visual feedback in the transfer test resulted in a shift from a quadratic variability profile to a linear profile in the full vision condition. This suggests that when visual feedback was removed during transfer, participants were no longer able to correct errors in the planned limb trajectory during movement execution.
It was hypothesized that participants in the trajectory feedback conditions would be able to use the detailed trajectory information for offline control to a greater extent than those who received only endpoint feedback. In addition, those participants in the trajectory feedback conditions would become reliant on detailed visual information from the limb trajectory for offline processing. Consistent with this, the immediate trajectory condition resulted in greater accuracy during acquisition and a greater decrement in performance during transfer than either the delayed trajectory feedback or immediate endpoint feedback conditions. Interestingly, the accuracy benefits during acquisition for the immediate trajectory condition appear to be present throughout the movement trajectory since directional variability increased at a lower rate in this condition compared with the both the delayed trajectory and endpoint condition. Thus, it appears that participants in the immediate trajectory condition planned movements more accurately as they were able to process and use the available offline visual feedback to a greater extent than those in the delayed trajectory and endpoint conditions and were subsequently reliant on this offline trajectory information for future performance.
Withdrawing the visual information that was available in the trajectory feedback conditions during acquisition only resulted in decrements to movement accuracy for the immediate trajectory condition. This finding is consistent with the guidance hypothesis (Salmoni et al., 1984) . It has been suggested that feedback presented concurrently with or immediately after movement completion provides strong guiding effects but is detrimental to learning as it blocks the processing of other important types of feedback (Park et al., 2000; Schmidt & Wulf, 1997) . In contrast to this, participants in delayed feedback conditions may process other sources of afferent information (e.g., proprioception) during the delay to ensure movement accuracy. Thus, in line with previous research (Swinnen et al., 1990 ), it appears that the reliance on detailed information about the movement trajectory for offline processing increased as the interval between the completion of the movement and the presentation of feedback decreases.
While participants were reliant on immediate trajectory feedback in the present investigation, a previous study by Bernier et al., (2006) did not reveal such a reliance. There are several possible explanations for the difference between the results of the current experiment and those of Bernier et al., (2006) . First, the trajectory feedback in the study of Bernier et al., (2006) was presented in a static form and hence only contained spatial information. In the present experiment, the trajectory feedback consisted of a dynamic display similar to that of the full vision condition. Thus, it is possible that this information was richer in terms of the spatiotemporal characteristics of the limb trajectory and thus prevented the processing of intrinsic feedback. As a result, participants became reliant on this information for offline control. Secondly, the spatial relationship between the limb movements and the presentation of feedback differed between the two experiments. While both experiments involved a video aiming task, in Bernier et al., (2006) movements of the limb and the resulting visual feedback were in the same horizontal plane. The current experiment involved translating limb movements in the horizontal plane to movements of a cursor in the vertical plane. Thus, it may be that the increased complexity of the current experimental task resulted in trajectory feedback being more important for movement accuracy. Finally, participants were not required to stop at the target in the current study. Hence, trajectory information was perhaps more important than endpoint feedback for sweeping movements compared with aiming movements that are required to stop at the target.
In conclusion, the present experiment brings together two lines of research that have addressed how the role of visual feedback changes as a function of practice, namely the specificity of practice hypothesis and the guidance hypothesis. Similar to previous research (Park et al., 2000; Proteau, 1992; Proteau & Cournoyer, 1990; Proteau & Marteniuk, 1993; Proteau et al., 1987; Schmidt & Wulf, 1997) , the results of the present experiment demonstrated a reliance on visual feedback. In the full vision condition, participants received detailed feedback during movement on every trial (i.e., concurrent feedback with 100% frequency). Hence, this information could be used both to correct errors during movement execution (online) and to enhance the planning of subsequent actions (offline). Research utilizing direction and amplitude aiming protocols has demonstrated that both online and offline mechanisms contribute to movement accuracy when vision is available (Khan et al., 2003a (Khan et al., , 2003b . By comparing performance under a concurrent vision condition with a condition where the same information was presented immediately after response completion, we were able to determine that the reliance on visual feedback that develops with practice is due to both online and offline processes.
Note
1. Participants were not given any instructions on the temporal and spatial characteristics of their movements past the target. The extent of movements past the target likely depended on each participant's individual physiological constraints (i.e., limb length).
